
4 Best Cordless Jigsaws to Buy in 

2019 
The jigsaw is a ground-breaking and productive woodcutting instrument. On the off 

chance that you have been investing all your energy cutting wood physically, at that 

point the cordless jigsaw takes care of this issue by furnishing you with the mobility 

and control you ordinarily get with a handsaw - however done a lot quicker and all 

the more proficiently.  

In any case, there are such a large number of cordless jigsaw models accessible 

online that it can rapidly turned out to be confounding. Ideally, our point by point 

audit underneath will demonstrate to you probably the best cordless jigsaws that 

can be found available today. Right away, let us begin with this cordless jigsaw 

audit.  

Make 16,000 carpentry ventures with nitty gritty well ordered plans... regardless of 

whether you don't have a vast workshop or costly devices! Snap here to find out 

additional...  

You can likewise peruse other item audits, for example, jigsaw, jigsaw cutting edge, 

Bosch JS470EB, DeWalt DW331K, Porter Cable PC600JS, Bosch JS365, Black and 

Decker JS660.  

#1. Watchman Cable PCC650B 20-Volt MAX Lithium Jigsaw  

Initially, we have the prominent and ultra-moderate Porter-Cable PCC650B. This 

model does not need highlights, in spite of its little cost. This cordless jigsaw is 

fueled by a 20 V lithium particle battery that has a moderately long self-sufficiency. 

Nonetheless, remember that the PCC650B is just a bear to and does not accompany 

the battery out of the case. You should buy it independently.  

Furthermore, it has a 3 orbital setting capacity that changes the forcefulness when 

working with various materials. You ought not befuddle the variable speed control 

on this unit, which modifies the speed of the sharp edge just to the orbital speed 

with changes the forward-in reverse movement (orbital) of the cutting edge.  



The variable speed of the PCC650B enables you to change the sharp edge speed 

from 0 SPM anyplace to 2,500 SPM. This makes it extremely proficient when 

working with various sorts of materials from different densities. You can cut various 

materials utilizing this battery-controlled jigsaw, going from 1.5 inches copper 

funnels to wood boards.  

Further, the shoe can be tilted from 0 - 45 degrees, enabling you to make fast and 

simple incline removes of your material. The assembled development in this unit is 

fantastic at its cost, and it is solid and genuinely durable. Additionally, it has 

controlled over formed handles that improve a handgrip making it increasingly 

agreeable to hold for a more extended period. Finally, the residue blower pushes a 

steady progression of air over your cut line, making it progressively unmistakable. 

Thus, this enables you to make progressively precise cuts in your material.  

With everything taken into account, this is a very easy to understand and 

reasonable cordless jigsaw that offers extraordinary incentive for cash.  

#2. DeWalt DCS331B 20-Volt MAX Cordless Jigsaw  

The DeWalt DCS331B is a hard core cordless jigsaw that is controlled by a 20V 

lithium iron battery also. Be that as it may, this model highlights more easy to 

understand includes just as has a superior form development than the model 

investigated previously. Moreover, you can buy this unit as just the jigsaw or a 

variation that accompanies a cutting edge set for a couple of additional dollars.  

What we like the most about this model is that most changes come as metal 

switches. Those are entirely tough and durable, which demonstrates that DeWalt 

went the additional mile to make this unit a trustworthy and uncompromising 

cordless jigsaw.  

This model highlights a variable speed control of 0 - 3,000 SPM which is truly 

worthy, alongside a 4 orbital setting that gives greater flexibility when cutting 

various materials. This unit enables you to get the "sweet spot" setting when 

cutting your preferred material. It likewise makes alterations exceptionally simple 

which can be performed in only seconds. Further, the cutting edges are device less 

and can be changed in merely seconds. Remember that this model will suit just T-

shank edges.  



Further, the shoe can be tilted for precise cuts with detents of 0, 15, 30 and 45 

degrees. This enables you to make angle cuts in all respects rapidly, and you can 

even spare your preferred positions for sometime later.  

#3. Makita XVJ03Z Lithium-Ion Jigsaw  

The Makita XVJ03Z is a standout amongst the most prevalent cordless jigsaws 

available. It includes a littler 18V lithium-particle battery than different models 

audited up until this point, however it is similarly performing and trustworthy. In 

any case, remember that this model is additionally an uncovered apparatus and 

conveyed without the battery. You should possess this battery as of now, or if 

nothing else consider to get one in the event that you are intending to buy this unit.  

This is a progressively customary looking cordless jigsaw, however it has enough 

capacity to complete the undertaking. Looks are plainly not the Makita XVJ03Z solid 

suit. Be that as it may, despite everything it has better than average highlights. It 

has a 3 orbital setting like the Porter-Cable PCC650B and a variable speed control 

of 0 - 2,500 SPM. The greatest speed of this cordless jigsaw isn't the most we have 

seen, yet it is still OK and will enable you to slice directly through a material 

thickness and thickness like spread.  

The Makita XVJ03Z has been built from the beginning for execution and proficiency. 

To be sure, this model can be utilized as a hard core cordless jigsaw. In spite of its 

conventional looks, the handle is covered with a thick rubber treated material 

making it entirely agreeable to hold. Also, changing settings in this cordless jigsaw 

is similarly simple to make. All you know, this is a dependable and very performing 

model from Makita.  

#4. Dark and Decker BDCJS20B Lithium Cordless Jigsaw  

The Black and Decker BDCJS20B is additionally an incredibly reasonable cordless 

jigsaw that accompanies a rich arrangement of highlights. This model has a variable 

speed control that enables it to perform not too bad speeds of 0 - 2,500 SPM. The 

speed control is likewise exceptionally natural and found ideal alongside the power 

catch making it simple to change.  

It similarly includes a slope shoe without detents. This shoe can be tilted to 45-

degrees. This isn't the most flexible incline cut, however 45-degree slant is the most 

prominent edge utilized by carpenters, so except if you are an expert who requires 



different sorts of points, this model ought to be sufficient for the vast majority's 

need.  

Further, it contains a convenient residue blower that helps keep your cut line clean 

from material flotsam and jetsam just as highlight delicate and ergonomic handles 

that advance dealing with. For a moderate model, it includes a considerable 

amount. 
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